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Developers represent one of the most important
stakeholder groups that businesses need to nurture. As
the technology landscape continues to change at pace;
developer potential has substantially expanded
over the last five years. Technology is behind the most
compelling value propositions, use cases and competitive
advantages of almost every breakout company.
As the industry becomes more congested and barriers to entry continue to lower,
companies can no longer assume that the strength of their technology alone will
attract and retain developers. As more and more companies focus on this critical
business constituency, the pace of growth and maturity of developer ecosystems
is certain to accelerate. Now is the time to invest or risk being left behind in the
increasingly fierce competition for developer engagement.
But what is required for platforms to effectively attract, engage and retain
developers both locally and globally? To aid this process, Accenture conducted
proprietary research with 1752 developers in both China and the US on what they
expect from developer ecosystems. We learned that while developer needs appear
somewhat homogenous on the surface, there are numerous nuanced differences
that must be considered.
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How Developers are Similar
Three factors universally matter to developers: their experience, their peer network
and their access to learning.
THE DEVELOPER EXPERIENCE: Developers care how they are communicated to
and supported. They are pragmatic in their wants and needs and consistent with
in terms of what they value the most. In both the US and China developers value
technically accurate, current content and timely and knowledgeable support.
THE NETWORK EFFECT: Developers are highly motivated by peer
acknowledgement, and peer perceptions are a key consideration when deciding
on platforms, products and services. Developers also play an increasingly
influential role in enterprise tool selection. They share their learning openly,
are active participants in developer-focused communities and forums. An
engaged developer base can help to drive user acquisition and product usage.
LEARNING: Developers all want to learn new, or improve current, skills when
engaging with a developer ecosystem. In the US, developers rate learning as the
most important attribute an ecosystem can offer while in China it ranks among the
top five. Learning is particularly important to professional developers (those who
do 100% of their programming for professional work) and less so to those who
program as a hobby.
Platforms have good reason to believe that their ecosystem investments will pay off. When
developers are satisfied, they become advocates for the platform. In both China and the US
there is a strong correlation between developer satisfaction on key program attributes and
net promoter score. Also, if the platform offers a truly differentiated and meaningful developer
ecosystem, the vast majority of developers agree it would get a much larger part of their business.

70%
of US developers agree a platform that offers a
meaningful developer ecosystem would get a
much larger part of their business
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How Developers are Different
While developers agree on the broad factors they value from developer
ecosystems, they vary considerably in their detailed wants and needs.

DEMOGRAPHICS: China is a rising force as a nation of developers and the Chinese
developer community is an important constituency for any growing platform. The
demographic differences between the China and US developer populations are a
first distinction to note. The Chinese professional developer base is younger and
more exclusively male than the US. Furthermore, Chinese developers are more
often affiliated with small (<100) to medium-sized (100-499 person) businesses,
while the US community is comprised of a greater percentage of enterprise
developers and those with more programming experience.

CONTENT: While there is agreement among developers in both countries on their
desire for accurate content and knowledgeable support, there are many nuanced
differences in developers’ needs in both areas. For example, language needs are
obviously different. While translation is not an issue to US developers working on
US platforms, it certainly is in China where a minority of developers are fluent in
English. In fact, the vast majority of developers in China believes having developer
notes in their native language is critical.
When it comes to accessing content, developers in China rely heavily on thirdparty portals and Bulletin Board Systems. Developers in the US use these sources
as well, but Chinese developers are more reliant on third-party sites than their
US counterparts. Chinese developers feel platform content often lacks quality,
accuracy and timeliness and peer-to-peer support can be less helpful than in the
US, so they turn to alternative sources.

SUPPORT: Another stark difference between the two developer communities is
their perspective on paying for support. A greater percentage of the professional
developers we surveyed in China are more willing to pay for support than those in
the US, where a more open source culture is present. “Freemium” and tiered pricing
is commonly used in China; however, the users of these services are often nonprofessional developers who may take advantage of events and other free offerings
but never upgrade to higher levels of support nor become active, contributory and
valuable members of the ecosystem. Professional developers in China, however,
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appear willing to pay for enhanced service if they perceive there is value in doing
so. Those platforms offering a high level of value can attract developers willing to
pay to receive the support they need. But, rather than considering paid support
as a revenue stream, successful platforms will see this as a strategy to provide
developers who are serious about the platform with a shortcut to the valuable
resources they need to be successful.

MARKETING: In terms of market positioning, US developers care most about
how well a platform is integrated with other companies. They want to see that the
platform is positioning itself as a hub for many apps to connect with in innovative
and market-advancing ways. Chinese developers see value if the platform is
embracing new technologies and providing leading thinking on emerging
technology adoption. How a platform represents itself on the topic of emerging
technology presents a strong opportunity. It shows that the platform is forwardthinking about how new technologies might affect the platform’s product, service,
industry and the developers with whom they engage. More than half of developers
in both China and the US say they’d consider changing their allegiance if another
platform is more focused on the latest technology.
With regards to activities which engage developers, Chinese developers are more
interested in attending developer events than those in the US. They rate several
aspects of events as more important than US developers do, including event
frequency, variety and effectiveness and the market impression, coolness and
overall swag that the event exhibits.

China
US

65%

74%

64%

78%

Chinese developers are more
interested in events than
those in the US.

Chinese developers are more
willing to pay for enhanced
access and support than those
in the US.
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How to Interpret Similarities
and Differences
Looking at the results of the study in North America and China, it is clear that there are a number
of capabilities that each platform’s developer ecosystem must have – comprehensive content,
strong support and learning capabilities are core components. These are global table stakes. It
is equally apparent that developers have a broad set of nuanced needs. These needs vary with
their segmentation, their experience and their location. What works with one group of developers
in one location will not work with a different group of developers in a different location.
Understanding these nuances is critical in understanding how to set up your core components,
as well as designing your engagement strategy and ultimately ensuring your continued relevance
to both developers and end users.

Matching Needs Against Platforms
Many of the subtle differences in developer content, support and marketing needs point to the
advantage US platforms have of being more mature in their understanding of, and programs
directed to, developers. Because their developer programs have generally been available longer
than those of Chinese platforms, US platforms have begun to cater more to the nuanced needs
of different developer segments. In Accenture’s study, US companies’ developer ecosystems
are perceived favorably among Chinese developers, in particular Microsoft (Azure) and Google
(Android), which lead in overall developer satisfaction in both the US and China. Microsoft is
rated strongly for its content, due in no small part to its effort to translate much of that content
into local languages.
Chinese platforms are certainly investing in attracting developers, but are not as mature at
engaging (and, as a result, retaining) developers once they are on board. This may contribute
to Chinese developers rating US platforms higher than their own local platforms. Nonetheless
a few Chinese platforms stand out as leaders from Chinese developers’ perspectives. Huawei
is considered up and coming in terms of being the next hot thing. And, Baidu stands out as
differentiated in how readable and findable developers perceive its content to be. In both
countries there is opportunity for platforms to differentiate themselves as no single platform
is best in class across all areas of importance to developers.
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It Comes Down to Value
With developers becoming perhaps the
most critical stakeholder group that
platform companies serve, developer
engagement is simply essential. But this
is a complex challenge. Across continents
developers are very pragmatic. They
appreciate value and usefulness, but their
needs vary by country and developer type.
In response, programs have to be targeted
to specific developer groups and always
focus on the value delivered to those
segments (see “Determining Your Value
Proposition”).
Value may come in the form of education
that challenges developers and gives them
the ability to learn and master new things.
It may be the content and services most
needed by the developers that are highly
attractive to the organization. It may be
information on the latest technology and
the opportunities the platform, product or
service can offer developers in that context.
In all cases an emphasis on improving
content, education and support is required.
Honesty and respect are also key, as are
clear and direct communications. This
becomes particularly relevant when
interacting with developers who are key
influencers. If a platform tries anything that
is not legitimate, the developers will know it
and they will share it. Whether the platform
is addressing known issues, changing
its infrastructure, updating code fixes,
considering new features, or releasing new
products or services, being open and honest
about the company’s plans is very important.
Developers respond favorably to being
treated as valued stakeholders. They do not
respond favorably to being commoditized.

DETERMINING YOUR
VALUE PROPOSITION
When targeting developers ask yourself:
•

What is the value that my company offers
to developers?

•

What value do developers get today?

•

What use cases does my product, service
or platform satisfy?

•

How does my offering compare with that
of my competitors?

•

Do I make the developer’s life better,
or their job easier?

•

What do the developers’ peers think of
my platform, product or service?

•

Will the time developers invest in learning
how to develop on my platform be
valuable to them in the future?

•

Will the developer continue to be
challenged over time?

•

Do I offer developers the tools or
training with which they can master
my technology?
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Looking Forward
The global developer population continues to grow and
diversify. The demand for developer skills continues to
expand. The world is changing; developers are the catalyst
driving those changes. The pace of technological change and
the ever-increasing competitive landscape continue to make
attracting and retaining developers extremely challenging.
Traditional industry boundaries are falling. A global search giant, a technology hardware
company, a UK-based household appliance company and multinational ridesharing platform
companies are competing head-to-head with traditional car makers and electric vehicle
manufacturers in the autonomous vehicle space. They are not only competing in unfamiliar
competitive waters but are in direct competition for developer talent, third-party integration
partners, technology partners, content partners and software partners and are vying to become
the platform or the operating system of choice for developers. How does a developer choose?
Looking forward, the next big industry disruptions could well be determined by developers.
Those platforms that are most aggressive about understanding the needs of this critical business
constituency and building the services and programs they require, can stand out from the crowd
and attract and retain developers in an increasingly competitive fight for developer mindshare,
loyalty, user relevance and growth. The competitive advantage offered will soon become a
strategic necessity, as emerging technologies become the next battlegrounds and incumbent
leaders are at risk of being disrupted.
As the competition for developers grows and developer ecosystems increasingly become
a differentiating factor, those who don’t address distinct and nuanced developer needs
(particularly in emerging areas such as China) will struggle to be a global business and,
just more importantly, may be on the wrong end of the next disruption.
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In the US

In China

Microsoft Azure

Alibaba

Android

Amazon

Amazon Web Services

Android

Cortana

Baidu

Echo

Bilibili

Facebook

Cheetah

GCP

Ctrip

Google Assistant

Google

iOS

Huawei Cloud

Salesforce.com

iOS

Slack

iQiyi

Snap

JD.com

Twitter

Microsoft

Twilio

Meituan

Uber

Momo
Netease
Tencent
Toutiao
Weibo
Xiaomi
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